There is a great deal of evidence to prove that

immunization of children does more harm than
good. - Dr. J. Anthony Morris (formerly Chief

Vaccine Control Officer at the US Federal Drug

Admin.)
"My suspicion, which is shared by others in my
profession, is that the nearly 10,000 SIDS deaths
that occur in the United States each year are
related to one or more of the vaccines that
are routinely given children. The pertussis
vaccine is the most likely villain, but it could
also be one or more of the others." --Dr.
Mendelsohn, M.D.
"The evidence for indicting immunizations for SIDS is
circumstantial, but compelling. However, the keepers
of the keys to medical-research funds are not

“Aluminum is an experimentally demonstrated neurotoxin and
the most commonly used vaccine adjuvant. Despite almost 90
years of widespread use of aluminum adjuvants, medical science's
understanding about their mechanisms of action is still
remarkably poor. There is also a concerning scarcity of data on
toxicology and pharmacokinetics of these compounds. In spite of
this, the notion that aluminum in vaccines is safe appears to be
widely accepted. Experimental research, however, clearly shows
that aluminum adjuvants have a potential to induce serious
immunological disorders in humans. In particular, aluminum in
adjuvant form carries a risk for autoimmunity, long-term brain
inflammation and associated neurological complications and
may thus have profound and widespread adverse health
consequences. In our opinion, the possibility that vaccine
benefits may have been overrated and the risk of potential
adverse effects underestimated, has not been rigorously
evaluated in the medical and scientific community”
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YOU KNOW THE SCREAMS

discovering that immunizations are killing thousands
of babies?" --Dr. Douglass M.D.

"Crib death was so infrequent in the prevaccination era that it was not even
mentioned in the statistics, but it started to
climb in the 1950s with the spread of mass
vaccination against diseases of childhood. -Harris L.Coulter, PhD."
"There is insufficient evidence to support routine
vaccination of healthy persons of any age. Paul Frame, M.D., Journal of Family Practice"

"Delay of DPT immunization until 2 years of age in
Japan has resulted in a dramatic decline in adverse
side effects. In the period of 1970-1974, when DPT
vaccination was begun at 3 to 5 months of age, the
Japanese national compensation system paid out
claims for 57 permanent severe damage vaccine
cases, and 37 deaths. During the ensuing six year
period 1975-1980, when DPT injections were delayed
to 24 months of age, severe reactions from the
vaccine were reduced to a total of eight with three
deaths. This represents an 85 to 90 percent reduction
in severe cases of damage and death." --Raymond
Obomsawin, M.D

“THUS VACCINATION

DOES NOT ACCOUNT
FOR THE IMPRESSIVE
DECLINES IN
MORTALITY SEEN IN THE
FIRST HALF OF THE
CENTURY”
Annual Summary of
Vital Statistics: Trends in the

BE AWARE OF THE
DELAYED REACTION!
HOW LONG AFTER A VACCINE DO INJURIES OCCUR?

public health is ignored or ridiculed. Can you

BEFORE YOU VACCINATE!

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21568886

interested in researching this very important lead to
the cause of an ongoing, and possibly preventable,

tragedy. Anything that implies that immunizations

EDUCATE

Arched back. Inconsolable crying. ENCEPHALITIS. BRAIN
DAMAGE. Many parents do not recognize the link between
vaccination and reaction or injury because often times the reaction
is delayed until after the vaccine virus incubates. Almost a month
after they get their shots. This takes up to and around 3-4 weeks
after the child is injected to occur. WATCH YOUR BABY
AROUND THE 2ND-3RD WEEK! KEEP THEM CLOSE TO YOU!
COMFORT THEM IF THEY BECOME SICK. NO TYLENOL OR
ADVIL. THIS HURTS THE DETOXIFICATION PROCESS AND
PUTS YOUR BABY AT GREATER RISK FOR SEIZURES.

“Human tumors containing SV-40 cancer virus are now
found in 61% of autopsies of those who died after age 55.
These are linked directly to the SV-40 virus contained in
the polio vaccines given from the 1950’s through the
1960’s.”
http://ppjg.me/2011/05/13/vaccineshuman-and-animal-dna/
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"Vaccination A Parent's
Dilemma"]

Whats INSIDE the

49 doses

by the age of 6?

26 by the 1st yr of life
Research the connections.

How does the child's body
process these ingredients?
Ammonium Sulfate: EDF Suspected - gastrointestinal or
liver toxicant
neurotoxicant
respiratory toxicant
Amphotericin B: MME definintion - "a drug used to treat
fungus infections. Known allergy to this drug prohibits
use. Side effects include blood clots, blood defects, kidney
problems, nausea and fever. When used on
the skin, allergic reactions can occur."
Aluminum: EDF Suspected cardiovascular
or blood toxicant
neurotoxicant
respiratory toxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals in
2 out of 6 ranking systems
On at least 2 federal regulatory lists
Beta-Propiolactone: EDF Recognized carcinogen
EDF Suspected - gastrointestinal or liver
toxicant
respiratory toxicant
skin or sense organ toxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals in
3 out of 3 ranking systems
On at least 5 federal regulatory lists
Ranked as one of the most hazardous
compounds (worst 10%) to humans

Polymyxin: an antibiotic
Polysorbate: EDF Suspected - skin or sense organ toxicant
Tri(n)butylphosphate:
EDF Suspected - kidney toxicant
neurotoxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals in 2 out of 3 ranking systems
On at least 1 federal regulatory list

Ask your
pediatrician
to name 3-4
ingredients in
vaccines.
If your
pediatrician
states “The
amounts are so
small” Ask them
“How much bee
venom does it
take to cause
anaphylaxis?”
Chemical Profiles and Definitions, visit
www.scorecard.org to investigate
chemical profiles Sources: EDF
(Environmental Defense Fund) &
MME (Mosby's Medical Encyclopedia)

Thimerosal: ethyl mercury
EDF Recognized - development toxicant
Suspected - skin or sense organ toxicant
Sucrose: refined sugar
Gentamicin Sulfate: an antibiotic
Hydrolyzed Gelatin: obtained from selected pieces of
calf and cattle skins, de-mineralized cattle bones (ossein)
and porkskin
Neomycin: an antibiotic
Polyribosylribitol: a component of the Hib bacterium

Streptomycin: an antibiotic
Phenol: aka Carbolic Acid
EDF Suspected - cardiovascular or blood toxicant
developmental toxicant
gastrointestinal or liver toxicant
kidney toxicant
neurotoxicant
respiratory toxicant
skin or sense organ toxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals in 3 out of 10
ranking systems
On at least 8 federal regulatory lists
Phenoxyethanol: aka Antifreeze
EDF Suspected - developmental toxicant
reproductive toxicant
Less hazardous than most chemicals in
3 ranking systems

Sorbitol: EDF Suspected – gastrointestinal or liver
toxicant
Less hazardous than most chemicals in 1 ranking system

Formaldehyde: EDF Recognized - carcinogen
Suspected - gastrointestinal or liver toxicant
immunotoxicant
neurotoxicant
reproductive toxicant
respiratory toxicant
skin or sense organ toxicant
More hazardous than most chemicals in 5 out of 12 ranking
systems
On at least 8 federal regulatory lists
Ranked as one of the most hazardous compounds (worst 10%) to
eosystems and human health

“In some cases the cell lines that are used might be
tumorigenic, that is, they form tumors when injected
into rodents. Some of these tumor-forming cell lines
may contain cancer-causing viruses that are not actively reproducing. Such viruses are hard to detect using
standard methods. These latent, or "quiet," viruses
pose a potential threat, since they might become
active under vaccine manufacturing conditions.”
FDA
http://www.fda.gov/biologicsbloodvaccines/scienceresearch/b
iologicsresearchareas/ucm127327.htm

ABORTED HUMAN FETAL TISSUE AND DNA
“Today, more than 23 vaccines are contaminated by the use of aborted fetal cells. There is no
law that requires that consumers be informed
that some vaccines are made using aborted
fetal cells and contain residual aborted fetal
DNA. While newer vaccines produced using
aborted fetal cells do inform consumers, in their
package inserts, that the vaccines contain contaminating DNA from the cell used to produce
the vaccine, they do not identify the cells as
being derived from electively aborted human
fetuses.”
The same group of physicians claims that there
could be relations between this type of vaccines
and diseases like diabetes, lupus, MS and autism:
“How could the contaminating aborted fetal
DNA create problems? It creates the potential
for autoimmune responses and/or inappropriate insertion into our own genomes through a
process called recombination. There are groups
researching the potential link between this DNA
and autoimmune diseases such as juvenile
(type I) diabetes, multiple sclerosis and lupus.
Our organization, [3] Sound Choice Pharmaceutical Institute (SCPI), is focused on studying the
quantity, characteristics and genomic recombination of the aborted fetal DNA found in many
of our vaccines.”

WOULD YOU RISK THIS
WITH
YOUR CHILD?
http://www.physiciansforlife.org/content/view/1758/2/

